European & North African Theaters
Goal: Create a scale drawn map, which identifies
the locations and detail of major battles.
1. Draft a map of Europe, North Africa, and the
Middle East to scale using longitude and
latitude lines on a full sized poster board
2. Label and shade each country (Axis – Red,
Occupied territory – Purple, Allied – Blue)
Neutral countries do not need to be labeled
or the territory can be shaded yellow
3. Identify capital cities with a dot and label.
4. Identify battles with stars
5. On an index card, print a picture of the battle
and write a brief description of the battle:
who fought in it, how many people died,
which side won
6. Attach the index card to the map and use a
marker or yarn to connect the battle card
with its location on the map
7. Prepare a Map Key
Map is mostly drawn to scale
and acceptable proportions,
borders are neat and defined
Countries are labeled and
neatly shaded
Allied and Axis capital cities
are in the correct location and
neatly labeled
Battles are in correct location
Battles have a well written,
detailed, accurate paragraph
and image
The visual presentation is neat
and well done, Key is correct
and neat
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Pacific Theater

Map of the Holocaust

Goal: Create a scale drawn map, which identifies
the locations and detail of major battles.
1. Draft a map of Asia, the Pacific Ocean (include
major islands), and Australia to scale using
longitude and latitude lines on a full sized poster
board
2. Label and shade each country (Axis – Red,
Occupied territory – Purple, Allied – Blue)
Neutral countries do not need to be labeled or
the territory can be shaded yellow
3. Identify capital cities with a dot and label.
4. Identify battles with stars
5. On an index card, print a picture of the battle
and write a brief description of the battle: who
fought in it, how many people died, which side
won
6. Attach the index card to the map and use a
marker or yarn to connect the battle card with
its location on the map
7. Prepare a Map Key
Map is mostly drawn to scale
and acceptable proportions,
borders are neat and defined
Countries are labeled and neatly
shaded
Allied and Axis capital cities are
in the correct location and
neatly labeled
Battles are in correct location
Battles have a well written,
detailed, accurate paragraph
and image
The visual presentation is neat
and well done, Key is correct
and neat
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Goal: Create a scale drawn map, which identifies
the locations and descriptions of Holocaust
events.
1. Draft a map of Europe to scale using
longitude and latitude lines on a full sized
poster board
2. Label and shade each country (Axis – Red,
Occupied territory – Purple, Allied – Blue)
Neutral countries do not need to be labeled
or the territory can be shaded yellow
3. Identify capital cities with a dot and label.
4. Identify the locations of the camps
5. On an index card, print a picture of the
camp, write a brief description, how many
prisoners died, and its location
6. Attach the index card to the map and use a
marker or yarn to connect the battle card
with its location on the map
7. Prepare a Map Key
Map is mostly drawn to scale
and acceptable proportions,
borders are neat and defined
Countries are labeled and
neatly shaded
Allied and Axis capital cities
are in the correct location and
neatly labeled
Battles are in correct location
Battles have a well written,
detailed, accurate paragraph
and image
The visual presentation is neat
and well done, Key is correct
and neat
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